Cvent Classic Sunsets in 2021 [1]

February 16, 2021 by Melanie Jones [2]

Cvent is phasing out Classic registration forms in favor of Flex and Express events. Are you prepared? Transition Classic events to Flex (or Express, if applicable) soon to avoid the frustration and stress of learning the upgraded tool under a tight deadline.

- **Feb. 26, 2021** | Create new events by cloning an existing template or event [3] rather than starting from scratch.
- **July 1, 2021** | Create new events in Flex or Express only (cloning a Classic event or using a Classic template won't be an option).
  - Existing Classic events can be launched through December 31.
- **Dec. 31, 2021** | Ensure that all active events created in Classic are complete.
- **Jan. 1, 2022 - June 30, 2022** | For Classic Events, you will retain the functionality associated with Completed events for post event wrap-up through June 2022.
- **July 1, 2022 & beyond** | All Classic events will be archived. This means:
  - event websites are closed and no longer accessible to registrants
  - planners will no longer be able to add/modify registrations

Attend training [4] hosted virtually throughout this transition.
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